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Three main points

• Immigrants have positive effects on some
categories of transfers and negative
effects on others

• More generous welfare states seem to 
attract lower-quality and more welfare-
dependent immigrants

• Public finance aspects should not be
overstated when formulating a migration 
policy



Conflicting effects

• Immigrants are younger and thus tend to 
positively contribute to the pension system

• Immigrants have more children and this is
a drain on educational expenditures and
family benefits

• Immigrants are often (but not
systematically) more likely to be
unemployed
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Average number of children
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% receiving family benefits
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Welfare state and selection of
immigrants

• Are immigrants more welfare-dependent
relative to natives in more generous
welfare states?

• Are immigrants less educated in more 
generous welfare states?

• Answer to both questions is a mild yes.
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Odds ratio for non educated
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Which role for public finance in the
debate?

• Immigration policy should be based on its
costs and benefits for the nation as a 
whole, not on its effect on the government
budget: insulating that sector does not
make sense.

• Effect on public finance misleading
because (i) they differ from economic
effects, and (ii) alternative policy options 
often ignored



Example #1

• « We need immigrants to finance our
pension system »

• But: their own pensions will have to be
financed too! The problem is just
postponed…

• One need not actually come in order to be
enrolled in a PAYG system!

• Issuing public debt to foreign holders is
equivalent



Example #2

• « Immigrant’s children are a burden on the
cost of the public education system »

• Yes but: 
• -counterpart in future productivity
• -raise the income of complementary

factors of production: capital, etc.



…however:

• One should not act ‘as if’ the welfare state 
did not exist:

• Evidence of welfare magnets, which make
welfare states more vulnerable under free
movement of people

• Attracting skilled migrants may involve
tough choices over the distribution of
income.
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